
Baby, it's cold 
outside...
Come in from the cold  
and prepare for a weekend  
of countryside comfort.  
Heart Home has found  
three of the best British  
rural retreats. 

By Ellie Walker-Arnott

THE PIG, BROKENHURST
thepighotel.co.uk (Rooms start at £125)

Set in the heart of the New Forest, the ultra trendy 

Pig hotel is the perfect place to escape  

the niggles and annoyances of everyday life.  

With warming winter drinks, squishy sofas  

and roaring fires a-plenty, there is really no  

need to venture outdoors.

  All twenty six rooms of the renovated  

country house have been carefully decorated, 

embracing recycled and home grown design. 

Choose between comfy, snug or spacious rooms 

or splash out on your very own hideaway, all of 

which have gorgeous views of the grounds or  

the surrounding forest.
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  All twenty six rooms of the renovated  

country house have been carefully decorated, 

embracing recycled and home grown design. 

Choose between comfy, snug or spacious rooms 

or splash out on your very own hideaway, all of 

which have gorgeous views of the grounds or  

the surrounding forest.

  You can also embrace your inner pig and 

quaff and trough to your heart’s content. Boasting 

a 25 mile menu (though many of their ingredients 

only travel in from the garden) made up of 

mouth-watering British delicacies, The Pig is 

the ultimate treat for food lovers too. 



In the tiny town of Holt, surrounded by the lush 

Norfolk countryside and coastline, is Byford’s 

Posh B&B. Set inside a grade 2 listed building, 

they call themselves a higgledy piggledy world  

of pleasure, and we at Heart Home are  

inclined to agree.

  Each of the sixteen rooms have been 

decorated using local, natural materials;  

exposed brickwork and wooden floors sit 

alongside leather, silk and thick white towels. 

  While Byfords is the perfect bolthole from 

which to explore rural Norfolk, if you prefer  

to keep out of the chill you can easily while  

the hours away inside its four walls. Start with  

a lazy breakfast washed down with a Byford’s 

Bloody Mary, spend your afternoon snuggled 

up with a book or indulging in a decadent 

afternoon tea and feast the evening away  

beside an open fire. Sounds like heaven.

BYFORDS POSH B&B, HOLT – byfords.org.uk 
(Rooms start at £150 – including an indulgent breakfast and sometimes dinner)
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THE INN AT WHITEWELL, CLITHEROE – innatwhitewell.com 
(Rooms start at £88 – including a full English breakfast)

Sitting right above the river Hodder, with glorious 

views of the Lancashire countryside, the Inn  

at Whitewell is a haven of countryside comfort. 

  Filled with an assortment of glorious antiques 

and furniture, the Inn is teaming with character 

and rural charm. Book one of the seven bedrooms 

with an open fire for an indulgent weekend away 

or ask for one of their quirky Victorian bathrooms 

for a truly unique bathing experience. 

  You can soak up the nearby countryside  

from the comfort of the dining room, which boasts 

sweeping views across the valley. Whilst you’re 

there, enjoy the wholesome and hearty dishes 

on offer and indulge in a glass or two of the fine 

wine the Inn prides itself on. If good vino is your 

thing, there is an independent wine merchant in 

reception with enough choice to please the most 

discerning wine connoisseur. 


